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Introduction
This deliverable describes the results of work package 2, Technology Transfer Infrastructure (TTI).
This work package is coordinated by UGent, and consists of the following tasks.






TT workshops (Task 2.1: lead partner TUD)
Feedback and connection service (Task 2.2: lead partner IMC)
TETRACOM website (Task 2.3: lead partner UPISA)
Newsletter and Press Releases (Task 2.4: lead partner UGENT)
TETRACOM main workshop (Task 2.5: lead partner UGENT)

In order to reach the widest possible European academia and industry community with the TTI
offering, TETRACOM leverages the well‐established HiPEAC Network of Excellence, in which
various TETRACOM contractors play leading roles. On one hand, this concerns utilization of large‐
scale HiPEAC media like the newsletter or mailing lists. Moreover, several TTIs can be organized
together with regular HiPEAC community events.
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Task 2.1: TT workshops
Lead partner: TUD
Organization of semi‐annual workshops with invited high‐profile speakers from various domains
relevant to TT (such as market analysts, consultants, VC representatives, company founders,
industry managers with significant R&D background, experienced academic TT actors). The goal
of TT workshops is to inform academic and industrial participants about TT basics such as
creating opportunities, success stories, legal frameworks, market analysis, funding sources etc.
The workshops will be organized as half‐day events at various European locations, possibly
collocated with HiPEAC events. They will be open to the Computing Systems research community
at large. Based on experiences with HiPEAC meetings, typical TT workshops are expected to
attract around 50 participants. Each workshop will produce informal handouts to be distributed
via the TETRACOM web site.

TETRACOM presentation during the HiPEAC workshop in Budapest
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Technology Transfer in Computing Systems: The TETRACOM Approach
Monday 22 June 2015 during the HiPEAC Workshop at Budapest University of
Engineering and Economics
Rainer Leupers and Koen De Bosschere

Motivation and objectives:
This session introduced the TETRACOM FP7 Project, which is tightly related to
HiPEAC and is of interest to the entire HiPEAC community. It featured a project
overview as well as examples of successful Technology Transfer.
Audience:

The workshop attracted more than 40 attendants, PhD students and professors
from Hungarian Universities, industrial and governmental representatives, users
of HPC and administrators of existing computing resources in Hungary.
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Entrepreneurial Course taught at the ACACES2015 Summer School
Title:
Time:
Teacher:

From Solo Performance to a Symphonic Orchestra
Sunday 12 to Saturday 18 July 2015 in Fiuggi, Italy
Koen Bertels, TU Delft
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Koen Bertels, TETRACOM partner, is professor of Computer Engineering at Delft
University of Technology. His research interests are heterogeneous multicore
computing and recently he got involved in the new research center on quantum
computing, QuTech. He is bootstrapping the CE‐lab’s research activities in that
area. He is responsible for the EE bachelor graduation project where students
have to write a business plan for the technology they are working on for their Bsc
EE thesis.
He founded a software company and recently started a spin‐off based on research
results in the field of heterogeneous multicore processors. He is involved in the
FP7 Tetracom project which is experimenting with new instruments to improve
the transfer of technology from academia to industry. He is also teaching a course
on High Tech Startups to Msc students which has already led to at least 5
companies being started by the students following it.
Content:

Have you ever flirted with the idea of starting your own company and to
use your expertise and knowledge for something other than a paper? Or do you
think that setting up a company is only for the lucky few because they were born
as entrepreneur or because it runs in the family? In this course, we explore
what it takes to setup a company. When to do it and how to do it are the key
questions and by making a mini business plan, we had a first attempt at
setting up a company. The outline of the course is:
Lecture 1: Basics of the business plan & guidelines for the 10 slide mini‐business
plan
Lecture 2: Marketing essentials
Lecture 3: HBS business case: Bang Networks : the first customer
Lecture 4: Presentations & feedback

Audience:

The ACACES2015 Summer School was attended by 188 people both from
academia and industry. A large part of them were PhD students but a number of
senior researchers both from inside and outside the EU also attended the school.
A total of 25 students completed the entrepreneurial course at the ACACES2015
Summer School.

Evaluation:

All participants were asked to fill in a survey after the summer school. They gave
the entrepreneurial course a very good rating of 4.81 on a maximum of 5.

Fourth Workshop on Transfer to Industry and Start‐Ups (TISU)
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Fourth Workshop on Transfer to Industry and Start‐Ups
Tuesday 19 January 2016 at the HiPEAC 2016 Conference in Prague
Rainer Leupers and Koen Bertels
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Motivation and objectives: The fourth TISU Transfer to Industry and Start‐Ups Workshop was
organized by TETRACOM in Prague on 19 January 2016 during the HiPEAC 2016
Conference, where speakers reported their experiences in technology transfer,
and in particular some success stories of TETRACOM project. Moreover, the
visitors enjoyed a poster session with all TTPs funded within the TETRACOM
initiative.
Audience:

Tentative participating groups and/or projects: All HiPEAC2016 participants from
academia and industry interested in Technology Transfer. The HiPEAC2016
Conference was attended by 650 participants of whom 65 registered for the TISU
workshop.

Agenda:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Introduction (Rainer Leupers, RWTH and Koen De Bosschere, UGENT)
Gesture Detection On‐Loading for Next Generation Sensor Subsystems
(Christian Haubelt, University of Rostock)
My experience with starting a company (Martin Danek, Daiteq)
CE certification of Wearable Multifunctional Body Sensor (Roman Trobec,
Jožef Stefan Institute)
dividiti: increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of computing (Anton
Lokhmotov, dividiti)
The BlueBee experience (Koen Bertels, TU Delft)
ENRICH, how to obtain good search results in web pages (Josep L. Larriba‐Pey,
UPC BarcelonaTech)
Seeing the invisible (David Harvey, Liverpool John Moores University)

TTP poster session at HiPEAC2016
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Poster Session of the already started TETRACOM Technology Transfer Projects
Tuesday 19 January 2016 at the HiPEAC 2016 Conference in Prague
Rainer Leupers and Koen De Bosschere

Motivation and objectives:
Building dynamic economies that are based on the creative application of human
knowledge is currently an aspiration all around the world. As part of this effort,
Europe has been investing a lot of resources in different programs (e.g., FP7,
ENIAC, ARTEMIS) to stimulate research and innovation. However, the impact of
such programs on the overall European economy is still below the
targets/expectations. For instance, the number of startups born from these
research programs, still remains limited. By showing the results of the already
successfully started TTP’s, we wanted to stimulating people to transfer their
knowledge in own business ideas and startups.
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Audience:

Tentative participating groups and/or projects: All HiPEAC2016 participants from
academia and industry interested in Technology Transfer. The HiPEAC2016
Conference was attended by 650 participants.

TETRACOM Paper presented at the DATE Conference in Dresden
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Technology Transfer in Computing Systems: The TETRACOM Approach
The DATE Conference took place from 14 to 18 March 2016 in Dresden.
Rainer Leupers

Motivation and Objectives: This paper describes TETRACOM´s experimental concept and project
structure by using the novel instrument of Technology Transfer Projects (TTPs).
Each TTP performs a well‐defined bilateral transfer activity between one
European academic partner and one industry partner. It summarizes preliminary
lessons learned after more than two project years and successful management of
30+ individual TTPs.
Publication:

The paper “Technology Transfer in Computing Systems: the TETRACOM approach”
was published by IEEExplore:
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=7459423
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TETRACOM Booth at the DATE Conference in Dresden
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

TETRACOM booth
The DATE Conference took place from 14 to 18 March 2016 in Dresden.
Rainer Leupers

Movivation and Objectives: In addition, TETRACOM had a booth at the exhibition (EP2): In the
exhibition area dedicated to European projects, interested experts were welcome
to learn more about the project and its Technology Transfer Projects (TTPs) at the
booth. TETRACOM experts showed their TTP posters and informed interested
visitors on their funded work during the entire conference days

Audience:

The DATE 2016 Conference and Exhibition received 1400 registrations from 50
countries.

Exhibition floor talk at the “EU Projects Special Session: Towards Better EU‐projects – Success
Stories” at DATE 2016 (Anton Lokhmotov)
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Collective Knowledge: Towards R&D Sustainability
Wednesday 16 March during the DATE Conference in Dresden
Rainer Leupers, Grigori Fursin, Anton Lokhmotov, Ed Plowman

Motivation and Objectives : Research funding bodies strongly encourage research projects to
disseminate discovered knowledge and transfer developed technology to industry.
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Unfortunately, capturing, sharing, reproducing and building upon experimental
results has become close to impossible in computer systems’ R&D. The main
challenges include the ever changing hardware and software technologies, lack of
standard experimental methodology and lack of robust knowledge exchange
mechanisms apart from publications where reproducibility is still rarely
considered.
Supported by the EU FP7 TETRACOM Coordination Action, we have developed
Collective Knowledge (CK), an open‐source framework and methodology that
involves the R&D community to solve the above problems collaboratively. CK
helps researchers gradually convert their code and data into reusable components
and share them via repositories such as GitHub, design and evolve over time
experimental scenarios, replay experiments under the same or similar conditions,
apply state‐of‐the‐art statistical techniques, crowdsource experiments across
different platforms, and enable interactive publications. Importantly, CK
encourages the continuity and sustainability of R&D efforts: researchers and
engineers can build upon the work of others and make their own work available
for others to build upon. We believe that R&D sustainability will lead to better
research and faster commercialization, thus increasing return‐on‐investment.

TETRACOM presentation during the SAE Workshop in Brussels
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

The TETRACOM Project
Monday 13 June during the Smart Anything Everywhere Workshop 2016:
Enhancing digital transformation in European SMEs'
Rainer Leupers and Koen De Bosschere

Motivation and Objectives: The workshop brought together the ongoing innovation projects on
“Advanced Computing", "CPS", "SSI" and “TOLAE" together with the actors in
Europe such as SMEs, RTOs or industries interested in future collaboration to
further develop the SAE ecosystem. The projects financed by the European
Commission under FP7 ICT 2011 Call 7 (COLAE), ICT 2013 Call 10 (TETRACOM) and
H2020 ICT Call 1 2014 (SMARTER‐SI, GATEONE, CPSELABS, EUROCPS) presented
their first results, discussed lessons learnt and best practices.
Audience:

This public workshop brought together high‐level speakers from the European
Commission and relevant industries, competence centers, and key players in
European digital technologies to share ideas on topics related to the
reindustrialization of Europe and the key role played by SMEs. In total, 92 people
participated in this workshop.
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TETRACOM presentation during the HiPEAC workshop in Krakow
Title:
Time:
Organizers:

Technology Transfer in Computing Systems: The TETRACOM Approach
Friday 17 June 2016 during the HiPEAC Workshop at AGH University of Science
and Technology
Rainer Leupers and Koen De Bosschere

Motivation and objectives: This presentation introduced the TETRACOM project and promoted
its new model of technology transfer in the domain of computing systems in
Europe.
Audience:
The workshop attracted more than 35 attendants, PhD students and professors
from Polish Universities, industrial and governmental representatives, users of
HPC and administrators of existing computing resources in Poland.
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Entrepreneurial Course taught at the ACACES2016 Summer School
Title:
Time:
Teacher:

Technology‐based Entrepreneurship
Sunday 10 to Saturday 16 July 2016 in Fiuggi, Italy
Geoff Gregson, Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
Geoff Gregson is an academic entrepreneur with extensive international
experience in teaching and practicing entrepreneurship. He has started up and
managed businesses in a diverse range of sectors, including ICT, digital media,
tourism and sport science. He is currently Chairman of Axienta Ltd., an enterprise
mobility company based in Malaysia and Sri Lanka and is a Board member of JB
Equity, a Hong Kong‐based private equity firm.
Geoff was a Director of the Centre for Entrepreneurship Research at the
University of Edinburgh between 2005 and 2014, where he managed a portfolio of
UK‐based and international research projects. Geoff also taught and developed
new programs on entrepreneurship, technology management, innovation
leadership and new venturing, while working with enterprises across a number of
technology sectors. He co‐founded the Edinburgh Entrepreneurship Club, which
has become Scotland’s largest e‐club.
Geoff currently holds the JR Shaw Chair in New Venture and Entrepreneurship at
the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Canada. He is a Visiting
Researcher at the Institute for the Study of Science, Technology & Innovation at
the University of Edinburgh and was previously a Visiting Professor at EADA
Business School in Barcelona, Spain. Geoff holds degrees from the University of
Edinburgh (PhD, LLM, MSc), University of Calgary (MBA) and the University of
Alberta (BPE).
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Content:

The objective of this course was to engage participants in a lively and informative
discussion on creating value through innovative ideas, technologies,
entrepreneurial initiative and enterprise. The course covered lean‐start‐up lessons
that include how to integrate powerful customer insights with actionable data,
rapid experimentation, minimum viable product development and business model
optimization. We also explored how to develop and sell new kinds of product to a
market that does not yet exist. Participants had the chance to reflect upon their
own entrepreneurial motivations and aspirations as we discuss market
opportunities arising from new technologies, digital media and evolving business
and consumer trends.
Session 1: Introduction to Tech‐based Entrepreneurship
Session 2: Validating Ideas & Transforming Technologies for Market Application
Session 3: Business Models
Session 4: Entrepreneurial Marketing and Enterprise Development

Audience:

The ACACES2016 Summer School was attended by 187 people both from
academia and industry. A large part of them were PhD students but a number of
senior researchers both from inside and outside the EU also attended the school.
Of these participants, 57 completed the entrepreneurial course.

Evaluation:

The students gave the entrepreneurial course at the ACACES2016 summer school a score
of 3.73 out of 5.
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Task 2.2: Central Help Desk
Lead partner: IMC
Organization and provision of a Central Help Desk service, offering support to ongoing TTPs and
feedback to unsuccessful TTP applicants to improve their revised proposal. This process will be
managed by IMC. The other contractors will assist by, for example, providing information that
can assist ongoing TTPs as well as passing on comments of the reviewers to unsuccessful TTP
applicants.
This service offers a one‐stop help facility to support ongoing TTPs and to provide feedback
to TTP applicants who are unsuccessful. It collects requests for help from ongoing TTPs, and
organizes appropriate resources within TETRACOM or external to TETRACOM to address such
requests. The service also coordinates with the evaluation process of TTP proposals, and
arranges sending constructive comments from TTP reviewers anonymously to TTP applicants
who choose to receive such comments. The service will include analysis and clarification of
reviewer comments where appropriate. It will mention plans of future TTP calls to those who
have expressed interest, and will provide suggestions about draft TTP proposals, especially the
revised versions from unsuccessful TTP applicants. Help TTP proposers to maximize the quality of
their future proposals, in particular clarify the profile of TTPs expected in TETRACOM.
The major activities and results were as follows.
The Central Help Desk came into operation after the evaluation of TTP call 2 was completed. We
contacted 19 authors of proposals who were unsuccessful. Six of them accepted our assistance,
and we supplied them with details about why their proposal was rejected, and suggested
improvements based on the weaknesses that the reviewers highlighted. Two authors replied
stating that they were now revising their proposal based on our feedback, and would be happy
to use our services again when their proposal was ready; two other authors expressed interest in
submitting new proposals, and would also seek our advice.
Subsequently two applicants contacted us with an updated version of their proposals, on which
we provided detailed feedback to address possible reviewer concerns, as well as general advice
based on successful applications in the TTP call 2. One of these proposals was successful in the
TTP call 3; the authors acknowledged the benefits of the Central Help Desk in the message below.
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Task 2.3: TETRACOM WWW
Lead partner: UPISA
A lean, focused web portal is maintained, serving two major purposes: First, to provide
information about TETRACOM itself, and to manage its TTP EoI´s, current TTI events, and internal
documents. Second, to act as a TT broker that allows for posting concrete academic offerings and
industrial requests within a centralized place, and matching supply and demand in a partially
automated way. For this purpose, the web site will feature an online exchange forum.
The TETRACOM website www.tetracom.eu was set up at the start of the TETRACOM project. The
website is frequently updated with news, downloadable material and general information in
order to spread the awareness about the TETRACOM project. It was also used to manage the
calls for proposals (i.e. proposer registration, proposal submission, reviewer selection and review
submission) and for sharing private documents and deliverables among project partners.
As example of the traffic generated by the TETRACOM website, Figure 1 shows the number of
users that visited the website in the period 1 March 2016 – 15 June 2016. In that period, more
than 3.500 different users established about 5.600 sessions. Among these users, the 62 % were
new users that browsed the www.tetracom.eu website for the first time. The following figure
shows the number of users per month in the period 1 March 2015 to 15 June 2016:

In mid‐June, a major release of the TETRACOM website took place in collaboration with a
professional web design company. The contents and the structure of the TETRACOM website
were updated in this period. In particular, news about the project and the related events were
added, as well as public downloadable material and private documents in the consortium
restricted area (i.e. meeting minutes, deliverables, etc.). Moreover, the structure of the
submission form was updated to reflect the new version of the proposal template established
for the third and final TTP call and the funded project main page was completed with the list of
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all projects and the downloadable poster and abstract document for each of them. Finally, a new
main page called impact was added to report testimonials from TETRACOM beneficiaries and the
first results of the impact analysis.
In mid‐June 2016, just before the SAE EC workshop in Brussels, a major relaunch of the
TETRACOM website (http://www.tetracom.eu) took place in collaboration with a professional
web design company (Spectrum, http://spectrum.io/en). The focus was to provide up‐to‐date
information on TETRACOM and its results to a wide audience at a glance, along with a modern
website layout and content management system. Furthermore, the website was also conceived
to preserve all important project information also beyond the duration of TETRACOM.

Task 2.4: Newsletter and press releases
Lead partner: UGENT
This task has been implemented in a more dynamic way than described in the description of
work. We want to promote the results of the project, and technology transfer in general, as
widely as possible, and through multiple channels.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Publishing articles in the HiPEAC newsletter and HiPEAC Newsmail
The TETRACOM newsletter
TETRACOM on Twitter
TETRACOM Press release
TETRACOM covered in the press
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Publishing articles in the HiPEAC newsletter and HiPEAC Newsmail
Article in the HiPEAC Newsletter July 2015: “Collective Knowledge: A Framework for Systematic
Performance Analysis and Optimization”
This article presented the outcome of a TTP. The newsletter was sent out to more than 900 subscribers by
surface mail and was handed out to the 188 participants of the ACACES Summer School.
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Article in the HiPEAC Newsmail October 2015: “Call for Tech Transfer Awards 2015”
The HiPEAC newsmail October 2015 was sent out to the more than 1700 subscribers of the
HiPEAC mailing list.

Article in the HiPEAC Newsmail June/July 2016: “TETRACOM: a key part of the EU's Digitising
European Industry initiative”
The HiPEAC newsmail June/July 2016 was sent out to the more than 1700 subscribers of the
HiPEAC mailing list.
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Article in the HiPEAC Newsletter July 2016: “Leapfrogging the valley of death with TETRACOM”
The HiPEAC newsletter was sent out to 490 subscribers by post and was handed out to the 188
participants of the HiPEAC Summer School.
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TETRACOM Newsletter
TETRACOM Newsletter March 2015
The third TETRACOM Newsletter was sent out in March 2015 to the more than 1700 subscribers
of the HiPEAC mailing list.
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TETRACOM Newsletter August 2015
The fourth TETRACOM Newsletter was sent out in August 2015 to the more than 1700
subscribers of the HiPEAC mailing list.
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TETRACOM Newsletter January 2016
The fifth TETRACOM Newsletter was sent out in January 2016 to the more than 1700 subscribers
of the HiPEAC mailing list.
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TETRACOM on Twitter
A TETRACOM account on Twitter was created in October 2013.
Some of the messages / retweets that have been sent out since March 2015:
‐

La @UCAM única en la Región seleccionada en @TetracomProject Enhorabuena
@horacio_ps y quipo! http://www.europapress.es/murcia/noticia

‐ Estarán presentes también @ingeniatic @Abiopep @TetracomProject @voptica
http://fseneca.es/workshop‐emprender/ …
‐ A glimpse into our near‐future research topics, at HiPEAC CSW in Oslo, Norway @hipeac
@UniOslo @NTNU @UiTromso

‐ TETRACOM at the EC Workshop 'communicating achievements in advanced computing' ‐
engage into a TT project now!
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‐
‐

SCD community detection algorithm is now part of Sparksee 5.2 thanks to @TetracomProject
‐ http://ow.ly/Onf9v #graphdb #NoSQL
Rainer Leupers (@RWTH) explaining how the @TetracomProject can boost EU academia‐to‐
industry TT in Budapest

‐ .@TetracomProject: 5 patent apps, 11 new products, 15 improved products/processes, 17
jobs created, new tech in 4 startups ‐ R Leupers #SAE
‐ .@TetracomProject delivers four‐fold return on EU #techtransfer investment
http://bit.ly/29ubtWt cc @DigIndEU @DSMeu #computingsystems
‐ HiPEACinfo 47 is out now! Ft. M Duranton @CEA_Recherche @TetracomProject
#techtransfer, @axiom_project + much more
https://www.hipeac.net/assets/public/publications/newsletter/hipeacinfo47.pdf …
‐ Check out this article by @dividiti with info on collective knowledge + @TetracomProject
#SAE #DigitisingIndustry
‐ Artículo sobre @TetracomProject en @Byte_TI (en español)
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‐ TETRACOM is transferring tech from research centers to startups http://bit.ly/29ubtWt
TETRACOM press release
Press release published in June 2016: “TETRACOM delivers four‐fold return on EU technology
transfer”
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TETRACOM covered in the press
The Press Release” TETRACOM delivers four‐fold return on EU technology transfer” was published on
AlphaGalileo:

http://www.alphagalileo.org/ViewItem.aspx?ItemId=166187&CultureCode=en

TETRACOM article in SAE brochure
On the occasion of the “Smart Anything Everywhere Workshop: Enhancing digital transformation
in European SME’s” on 13 June 2016 in Brussels, a brochure collecting a number of success
stories, was published.
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